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Missionary teaches compassion, diversity through
children’s historical fiction series

Judith Grimme
Author of

THE FRONT PORCH DIARIES series
Releases Vol. 2: EDDIE and the Dangerous Rescue
Available for interview and book signings
The Front Porch Diaries takes place in the mid1960s in the fictional small Indiana town of East
Howard. Nine-year-old Lucy Miller, along with her
two older brothers, Eddie and Jon, and younger
sister, Carly, find their way into and out of childhood
adventures with their family and friends, and
transport the reader to an uncomplicated and joyful
existence. “The series is made of chapter books
perfect for your readers age 9-12, or to read to
younger children. Full of adventure and all the
pathos that happens during those pre-teen years,
the series is a clean read that will give parents
opportunity to talk about important issues with their
children,” says publisher Leslie Turner. “Although
each book gives a nod to important social and
political issues through historical context, as well as
addressing life traumas small and large that virtually
all children face, more than anything else, it’s
intentionally just a fun, uncomplicated read for
children that allows them to escape in a healthy way
to another place and time.”
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Eddie and the Dangerous Rescue, the second
volume in the series, reels through the fun, joy, and
calamities of Christmas and winter for the children of
East Howard, then finds Eddie and Lucy in the most
dangerous situation of their young lives.
The 2nd volume also includes fun activities and a French-English glossary to encourage readers
to learn new language and practice creative writing. All volumes introduce new vocabulary in
English and French, and give readers a glimpse into different cultures and countries, as well
as life in the mid-west United States during the mid-2oth Century.
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Lucy and la petite nouvelle, the first volume in the series, introduces the charming Miller family and the fun-loving children of East
Howard, then tops their first book of colorful adventures off with a bang, literally. In addition, the Millers meet the Corbett family,
new neighbors from France, and start to understand what life can be like when one is different from their peers.
Look for volumes Three and Four to take the reader well into 1967 and 1968 as the seasons of the year, and of life, come and go, and
the children of East Howard learn what love, courage, loss, and faith really mean.

Judith Grimme (pronounced GRIM-ee) received her degree in Sociology from Colorado State University. Early memories of a relative
who served as a Catholic nun in Bolivia, as well as her own experiences serving in the mission field in such countries as Canada,
Romania, Slovenia, Madagascar, Panama, and El Salvador, fueled Judith’s passion for helping people learn to appreciate other cultures,
a theme that runs throughout the Front Porch series.

Christian Media Clearinghouse has reviewed this book and rated it “K” for “Kid- and family-friendly, free of profanity, violence,
suggestive and occult or anti-Christian worldview language. Events depicted in the story are suspenseful but not overly-frightening,
and provide opportunities for adults to talk to the reader about such important subjects as friend and sibling relationships, safety,
healthy choices, diversity, and compassion.

EXCERPTS FROM EDDIE and the Dangerous Rescue
Volume 2 of The Front Porch Diaries by Judith Grimme
Lucy agreed and asked Simone to tell Mrs. Miller and Carly what Christmas was like in France. Simone
began to describe their traditions. “My grands-parents’ Christmas tree, or le sapin de Noël, is usually
hung with nuts and candy and some real candles, too. And on Christmas Eve, the whole family gathers to
snack on many different hors d’oeurves, usually at my grands-parents’ home. Next, we enjoy a puppet
show put on by Grand Mère and some of my aunties and uncles. At midnight, our whole family walks over
to the church for Christmas Mass. . .
“Maybe we need to put different bait in the snare,” said Walter. Jack suggested that they change the
trap setup by turning it around or using a different kind of stick to prop it open. Eddie and Philippe
considered these suggestions as the whole group advanced toward the last trap.
When they were just a few yards away, Eddie suddenly stopped and turned, extending his arms and
whispering “Shush!” He softly but excitedly told them, “Look over at the trap; I think we might have caught
something!” The group cautiously approached and bent down, surrounding the trap.
“Looks like we have our first catch! It’s a baby squirrel!” Walter exclaimed.
“By the way, everybody,” Grandpa Miller said excitedly. “I almost forgot to tell you our big surprise! I
rescued a mare from one of the neighbors’ farms—and she’s pregnant!” Everyone in the Miller family
cheered in surprise as Mr. Miller continued. “When you come up at Christmas, you can see her; she came
with the name Silver Star. No one knew the horse was carrying a baby. I had the vet come out to the farm
after she arrived, and he was able to tell.”
“Watch out Eddie! You’re heading right at me! AHHHH!” Jack yelled as the sled carrying Eddie plowed
into him. As Jack crumpled into the snow, Eddie spilled out of his sled, which continued down the hill.
Eddie rolled and slid down right behind it. He came to a stop in the snowbank at the bottom of the hill, but
the sled launched right over the bank and smacked against a small grouping of trees, stopping it cold.
Eddie stepped carefully down the side of the bank, holding tightly to the dormant tree branches along
the edge. Lucy followed cautiously so she would not slip and make Eddie fall in front of her.
Once at the bottom, Eddie looked closely at the ice in the creek to see if he could see any water flowing
under it. Lucy gingerly stepped onto the ice. Eddie commented, “Don’t worry about falling through; the ice
is probably six or seven inches thick! I’ll slide first if you want me to.”

MORE ABOUT THE AUTHOR AND SUGGESTED QUESTIONS
Judith Grimme began writing the fictional story of Lucy and her siblings around 2007, a passion that moved into a serious publishing
project in 2014 when she realized so many children’s chapter books no longer depicted families where parents had high values, were
happily married and provided a safe and stable environment for their children. She noticed very few stories where children worked
hard in school, had healthy relationships with their friends and siblings, obeyed their parents, and found their way through life’s ups
and downs within a loving and supportive community. “Such families and communities do still exist,” she notes, “and children need
to see that family life can be good. Having good friends and strong family relationships is important for us all.” Perhaps more important
than any of the broader themes implicit in the series, Grimme states, “My real intent for the books is just for kids to have fun reading
them, just simple relationships between friends without the drama of this world we live in.”
Grimme grew up in the 1960s and 70s in New Haven, Indiana, a small town outside of Fort Wayne. With farms surrounding their little
home and plenty of siblings and neighbor children to play with, most of the stories in The Front Porch Diaries come directly from her
childhood experiences. “I grew up in a simpler time,” Judith said. “At least for us as children it was simpler; even though it was a
tumultuous time in the country we were insulated from all of that until later in life.” Still, the book is set during a time of drastic social
change, and the author eases into these subjects through a child’s limited awareness and perspective, in such a way that allows parents
to open a conversation with their children if they wish.
SUGGESTED QUESTIONS:
1.

You say your intention is for kids to just have fun, uncomplicated stories to read, yet you’ve set your series in the mid-60s,
right in the middle of the Civil Rights movement and the beginning of the Vietnam War. Two of the characters in your first
book were victims of Apartheid. How are you handling these tough social and political issues on a child’s level?

2.

As a missionary and sociologist who has spent many years living abroad, what do you see as the biggest difference between
American children and children growing up in other cultures?

3.

Even though you’ve dedicated many years of your life to serving the Lord in the mission field, this book is really neutral in
terms of the Christian faith; it’s not an aggressively Evangelical childen’s book. Why is that?

4.

If a child is being raised in a complicated and perhaps unstable environment, how does that child benefit from reading about
a family and community life so different from their experience?

5.

This book is written for reading-age children age 6-14, yet uses some vocabulary and manners of speech that seem out of
reach, at least for the younger children. What was your thought process on that?

6.

This is Volume 1 – how many volumes do you plan to write and when will we see them?

To arrange for interviews or a digital media copy before, during and after ICRS 2017, please contact the publisher:
Leslie Turner, 812-987-6148 or leslie@encouragebooks.com. This press release and related media photos available online at:
http://www.encouragebooks.com/media.html
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